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Swing batter
The Rivermen opened their home schedule with a 4-3 extra-inning win over the
UM-Rolla Miners. Hensley drove in the
winning run in the bottom of the twelfth.

EDITORIAL
. This week The Currentfeatures a new
columnist. See what she has to say about
honesty and speaking your mind.

FEATURES
UM-St. Louis graduate and Public De- .
fender, Richard Moran, lays down the law.

SPORTS

'SS~I=~

UM-St. Louis tennis team kicks off their
home opener on the newly paved courts.
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Campaigns begin for 1995SGA elections
,?'Keefe, Perry stress unity

Familiar faces: Titlow, Zweifel

Hutchinson wants equality

\

Y Rob Goedeker

diversity is important when understanding lhe needs and interest of
\
lhe students.
"Being that we've been in vol ved
On March 9, Tom O'Keefe,
Jason Perry and Pam White an- with a lot of different organizations
nounced their · candidacy for the demonstrates the fact that we repreelected positions of Student Gov- sent those organizations on camernment President, Vice-President pus," Perry said.
O'Keefe, who is running for
and Comptroller.
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By kicking off
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University
Program
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of the College Repub"We would like to
licans. He is also the
see if there is someTom
O'Keefe
president
of Sigma Pi
thing .that Student
Fraternity.
Government can do
''I'm fairly well
for the student orgaversed
in Student
nizations that it hasn't
Govemmentandhow
been doing," O'Keefe
it works," O'Keefe
said. "We have alsaid. "I'm not just
ready talked to sevsomeone from a fraeral organizations on
ternity coming out to
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run
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Hall
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Program
Board, and
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by Jeremy Rutherford

vote at the upcoming SGA elections on April 17th and 18th.
Titlow has been a member of
the SG A executive board ever since
she joined the campus in the Winter
semester of. 1993. Zweifel, who
started at UM-St. Louis in 1992,
was a member of the staff at The
Current for two years before he

n~w5 editor

managing editor

all involved in many different activities on campus. They feel lhat

If Beth Titlow and Clint Zweifel
are elected president and vice president, respectively, of the Student
Government Association (SGA),
lhey will be building on their own
success.
Titlow is lhe .curresigned this semesrent comptroller of
ter.
SGA, and both were
"I think lhat, wilh
members of the Tranher SG A experience
script Fee committee,
and with my vantage
which recently prespoint from evaluating
sured the University
each of the last three
into lowering the cost
administrations for the
of a transcript from
newspaper, we really
$5 to $3.
mesh well together,"
Bolh Titlow and
Zweifel said.
Beth Titlow
Zweifel credit the last
"Clint has been
two administrations
looking at lhings from
with the increasing
a different perspective
success of the camthan I have," Titlow
pus'largestorganizasaid. "I've been in lhe
tion. Those two adthick of things. Butour
ministrations congoals are the same in
sistedoffonner presithat we put students
dent Andy Masters
first."
and the current SGA
The name of their
president,
Chris
campaign is "The StuJones.
Clint Zweifel dent Coalition for Ac"We have to build
tion - Bring Forth the
off the progress they have made, or Student Voice," and their campaign
else we are starting from ground manager is Eric Barnhart, who was
e
alsM member ofthe Transcript~
zero, again," Zweifel said.
have really turned up the heat"
committee.
The two feel their combined exTitlow said the slogan was deperience will provide students wilh
see Titlow, page 4
a solid ticket when they are asked to

rerry

see O'Keefe, page 4

Deana Autry

other cultures and ethnicities.
To fight sexism Hutchinson said
that the Equal Opportunities office
Tonya Hutchinson has an- should become separate from the
nounced her candidacy for SGA administration to make it easier for
.President. Hutchinson's name students to register grievances.
should sound familiar to most stu"Many sexual harassment cases
dents because of the complaint she get stuck [because they are handled
lodged against Sigma Pi in regards by the administration]," Hutchinson
to their Sexy Legs II sign
said.
A complaint that she registered
In regard to the Sexy Legs II
with Student Court yielded a rec- incident Hutchinson said, "The Stuommended that the text and graph- dent Handbook should have more
ics of signs and post"
specific guidelines
ers be viewed before
about what student
they are displayed on
groups can andean not
campus.
do. Also, stricter poliAs
of
yet,
cies should be written
Hutchinson has not
in respect to recourse."
chosen her comptrolAdditionally, she
ler or her vice presisaid that the Student
dent. Perhaps what
Court should have
sets Hutchinson apart
more power than just
from the rest of the
being able to recom1, Tonya
candidates is her
mend things to the
Hutchinson administration.
unique platform which
consists of fi ve main
Finally,
points: (1) Racism on Campus, (2) Hutchinson said she wants Sigma Pi
Sexism on Campus, (3) Campus to be reprimanded for the Sexy Legs
Safety, (4) Prom oting A wareness of II sign that appeared in the quad last
Gay and Lesbian Issues, (5) Student semester.
Tuition.
To increase safety on campus
Hutchinson said that to combat Hutchinson said that police should
racism on campus affirmative ac- be more visible. She said she wants
tion should be enforced. She said to see "police officers patrolling on
at no more white teachers should foot, .
Ill\ds.andinthe buil~
be added to the faculty until more ings."
black teachers and teachers of other
She said she would set up a
ethnicities are added. She said that
see Tonya, page 4
there are not enough teachers of

of The Current Staff

Student r'epresentation in Senate may soon be limited
by Jeremy Rutherford
managing editor
Members of the UM-St. Louis
Senate are hoping this will be the
year when students express a
newfound interest in becoming a student senator.
"We'll know in about one week,"
Senate chairman Steve Lehmkuhle
said.
Lehmkuhle said that if students
don't take advantage of their situation, the Senate could begin to reduce

student representation.
"I lhink it's becoming 'use it or
lose it' ," he said. ''The faculty members are beginning to wonder if their,
effort is worth it If students don't
want to be in the Senate, why should
we try to incorporate them?"
Last year, 25 students applied for
lhe 25 student senator positions that
were open. This year the campus has
enacted bylaws which will reduce lhe
number of student senators if less
than 25 students apply for the positions.

No st(r)anger to juggling

"The University Senate is a campus-wide governing body that incorporates faculty, students, administration and staff," Lehmkuhle said. "It
decides which issues affect the cam. pus as a whole, and it's important that
there are students on the Senate."
Lehmkuhle and other members
of the Senate continue to be concerned with the students' interest in
lhe campus' governing body.
"The sentiment among the Senate is to reduce the representation of
students if they don't take their pasi-

tion in the Senate seriously, and my
sense is that would happen in the
long-term," Lehmlcuhle said. "It's
hard to put a timetable on when that
would happen, but many in the Senate don't feel it's worth the effort [to
leave seats open to students].
"I don't support lhat notion,"
Lehmkuhle said. "Having students
on the S!!nate is essential to its mission. We need students on the Senate."
Students who will be enrolled at
the University in the 1995-96 aca-

demic year and meet the Senate's
requirements will have their opportunity to apply for a position March
28th and 29th.
The requirements include enrollment at the University, not being on
disciplinary probation, and maintaining a 2.0 or above grade point average.
Applications will be available at
the office of Student Activities, the
office of Undergraduate Studies in

see Senate, page 6

Stephen Lehmkuhle

Hutchinson searches off campus for solution
by Rob Goedeker
news edrtor
Last week Tonya Hutchinson
posted signs around the UM -S t. Louis
campus stating that Chancellor
Blanche Touhill's "solution to sexism on our campus is to take a philosophy class."
Hutchinson said the sign is a continuation of the "Sexy Legs II" controversy. She was disappointed that
the Student Court didn't grant her
lhree requested penalties against the
Sigma Pi fraternity . .

'Now I'm ready to get down and dirty. '
-Tonya Hutchinson
Her requests consisted of lhe removal of Sigma Pi's recognition for
one semester, a letter of apology from
Sigma Pi printed in The Current and
lhe posting of another apology as
large as the "Sexy Legs II" sign which
would be displayed on campus.
''They didn't grant anything I
asked for in reference to Sigma Pi,"
Hutchinson said, "so I went to the

chancellor to try to get her to do
something directly because I thought
she was my last alternative."
Hutchinson was disappointed after she met with Touhill.
"S he denied every one of the three
requests that I asked for, and she told
me that maybe I should take a philosophy course," Hutchinson said. "I
think she was trying to be very pa-

tronizing, but, in essence, she wa
being very insulting."
Touhill feels she was just doin:
her job.
"I received a recommendatio:
from Dr. [Lowe] MacLean on thi
issue, and I accepted that recommer
dation," Touhill said. "I think: Tony
was disappointed that I accepted OJ
MacLean's recommendation."
Vice chancellor Lowe "Sandy
MacLean received therecommenru
tion from the Student Court. It state

. see Solution, page,

UM-St. Louis to start exchange program with Hungary
by Amy Pierce
associate news editor

AI Stanger enjoys the weather last week in front of TJ Library.

The UM-St.Louis Center for International Studies received a grant
on March 6 for an exchange program
with the University of Hungary.
. UM-St. Louis won the grant,
which many universities competed
for, by entering a contest given by
the United States Information Agency
(USIA).
Assistant Professor of Communications at UM-St Louis RiraCsapoSweet. who first suggested that the
University apply for the grant, said
Hungary is ideal for college students.
"Hungary is a greafplace," srud

Csapo-Sweet, who grew up in Hungry. "The campus is nicely situated,
and students will have the opportunity to meet international students
from allover the world."
Bob Baumann, Assistant Director of International Studies at UM -S t.
Louis, said the exchange would last a
year.
"This federal grant will enable
four selected students from UM-St.
Louis to study at Kossuth Lajos University in 'Dedrecen , Hungary during
the August '95 - May '96 school
year," Baumann said. "The Kossuth
Lajos University will in return send
four of their students to study here at
our university."

The grant will pay for the cost of
round trip airfare from S1. Louis to
Dedrecen, Hungary. It will also cover
meals, books, campus housing, language training, and basic insurance
for students while in Hungary.
''The only cost for students is the
regular tuition at UM-St. Louis,"
Baumann said. "As soon as students
arrive in Dedrecen in August they
will have to take a special language
training class before the semester
begins. The rest of their classes will
be taught in English."
When the Hungarian students arrive at UM-St. Louis, they will take
classes of lheir choice, and live in
campus housing.

"Basically they will get all of til
privileges that our students get
Baumann said. "The students frol
Hungary who will study at UM-S
Louis will already know English 1
taking English speaking classes wi
not be a problem for them."
UM-St. Louis Center for Intern:
tional Studies is still accepting appl
cation for students who would 1
interested in studying at the Unive
sity in Hungary.
"This opportunity is open to ar
UM-St. Louis student," Baumar
said. ''The four chosen students w:
be selected on the basis of merit."
Applications for the program Cl
be picked up in room 349 SSB.
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CLASSIEIEDS '
North winds
Apartments

HELP WANTED

25 • 30 hours a week
Waiter at Hotel Patio

ATTENTION
Student seeking career
opportunities. Rapidly growing sales/
marketing Co. Expanding in SI.
Louis and Nationwide. FT and PT
Call for appointment739-5198

$ $ $ $

Attention: Adult and
Graduate Students '
Affordable and quiet
community offering spacious
2 and 3 bedroom apartments.
Privately operated daycare
center on-site plus olympic
pool and playground. Located
4 ' miles from campus near
Lucas & Hunt and West
Florissant. Sign a 'one year
lease and get $300 off your
first full month rent. Rents
starting at $405. Must have
steady income orstudent loan
to qualify.

HELP WANTED

Please apply in person
Sheraton Hotels at Westpoint
878-1500 or 434-5010
Ask for Lisa Cowden

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN. Parttime, flexible hours - install, service,
troubleshoot.. . PC and Network,
hardware and software. Send
qualijications to: Computers, 8816
Manchester Rd., Suite 188, St. Louis,
MO 63144.

HANNEGAN'S RESTAURANT is
seeking experienced, energetic,
responsible people for the following
positions:Day Hostess/Host Day/
Evening Servers/Day Bartender. We
provid e a professional working
environment, great pay and flexible
. schedules. Apply in person, 719
North Second St. Laclede's Landing
or call Mark at 241-8877.

FOR SALE
MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale:
Complete system only $499. Call Chris
, at 800-289-5685.

EXTRA INCOME FOR '95
Earn $500 - $1 000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For detailsRUSH $1.00 with SASE to:

WHY PAY RENT? Mobile Home for
sale. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Newly
remodeled. Central air. Lindbergh and
Midland. $3700 or Best Offer. Call
423-8071, Ask for Scott:

Call Northwinds today
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, Del. 19901

521-0222
Offer expires
Aprill
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Is a summer internship
or a co-op experience
in vour future?

:
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Spider-man. much more, too many to
list. Call Gentry at 645-7839.
GET INVOLVED!! Tired of just
reading the news? Be a part of the
excitement and join The Current. Learn
career skills while having fun at the
same time. Call Matt for more
information at 516-5183.

•
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COMICS·X-Men, Incredible Hulk,
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Jenn and Trlsha·
Have I told you guys how proud I
am to have you In my family? You're
the best! Let's get together soon!
·Zlam, _Your B & BBS

:

DOG OBEDIENCE TRAINING and
dog protection training, potty training
and problem solving forthat nasty K-9.
Student discount available. Please call
Whoa Doggie at (314) 376-1726 .

APARTMENT for sub-lease . 2
bedroom-corner apt. $450/month +
electric. April 1.June 30: Manhasset!
Village-Richmond Heights. No
deposit. Option to renew lease in July.
Great student location. Call 961-5797.

PROFESSIONAL IMAGES
Resume & Writing Service
Custom Resumes-Laser Printing
Private Consultation-Student Rates
394-1950
... because your future is important

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS-1 and 2
bedroom from $310. Located close to
campus. Pool and amenities. Call
Nancy at 426-5782. Town and Country
Apartments.

TWA

MISCELLANEOUS

APARTMENT FOR RENT· Quiet,
studious tenants needed for 3 secure
1 bdr. fully rehabbed apts. in Hyde
Park. Two blocks from Florissant Bus.
Rent from $190-$210. Ideal for
students or mother with one child .
Drug users/sellers need not apply.
Police check required for all potential
tenants. Landlord wi" pay for police
check. References required from past
landlords or pastors. Minorities and
foreign students encouraged to apply.
Call 241-5031 for more information.

GRADUATE COUNSELING students
looking for undergraduate students
interested in experiencing counseling
process for brief 4-5 sessions. If
interested please call Gary and leave
det\iiled message @ 664-4223.
Possible chance for extra credit points
for psych students.
ADVERTISE IN THE CURRENT!
Students and faculty can advertise
free In the classified section every
week. Off-campusrates are $8.00
for forty words or less_ Send ali ads
to The Current· Attn:Beth, 7940
Natural Bridge Road, 63121 or cali
516·5175.

Tired of Just reading the news?
Then Join The Current! Call Matt at
516-5183.

..... .............
-. ~

:
;
~

Zeta has awesome new members:
April, Maureen and Jen!!

.I
Stephanie·
\'
Thanks for an evening In Beverl~ i
Hills! Let's do It again soon!
I
·Zlam, Lisa
.!
I .

I

!

ZTA·
Week!

.

~~~k~~u

ever going to go with me t¢
TasmanIa?
'
·Zlam, Retromanla Zeta
P.S. Thursdaynlghtsaretheperfect
time to start the weekend ...
Sigma PI·
Thanks for "All Tied Up!" We had a
blast!

·ZTA
Delta Zetas and Alpha XI Deltas,
Good luck during Greek Week!!

·ZTA
WATERMELON!!

I'~

~I
I~
~I
~~
~I
I~
~~

QUALIFICATIONS:
18 Years of Age
High School Grad. or GED
Typing Skills
Attend TWTA Tuition based training
financed through payro1e deduction

TWA OFFERS:
Salary Plus Incentive Program
Excenent Travel Benefits
Medical!rl ealttvUfe Insurance
effective the first day of work!
Career Growth Opportunities

@

NOW Is the time to

a Career with

TWAI

.--.':fi:( .•

@

Go-Go Boots and Platform Shoes! QS!ft
Vintage levis and Cut-ofts!

@
@

Transfer and Baby Tees!
BabV Doll Dresses!

1556 S. Broadwall - Mon-Sat: 11·,- 421-1965
L.ocated in Historic Sou lard

@@@

QUANfUM TECHNOWGIES

~.-

1-800-942-7467

Hemp Backpacks and Chain Wallets!

@

@@@

Applicants are asked to contact

INC 0 R P, O RAT ED

Unsurpassed Expertise

q\o '"

::P<&y."....,.~~

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

Responsive to Your Needs
TWJ>is Trans World Travel Academy 11495 NaIu'aIB<idoe Road - Lhdbergh & NauaJ Bridge Ads.

349-6600.

The Employee Owners
of TWA Invite You
to Join our Team!

Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

P R I :'\ C I P L E S

1'1'

SOL :'\ D RET IRE ~ \ E N TIN \' EST I l'\ G

We~ve

heard enough abo~t what's wrong
with our conmmnities. Now it~s time to
get things done.
WITH AMERICORPS*VISTA, YOU'RE
PART OF A COMMUNITY-HELPING
NEIGHBORS IN NEED TO:

Turn gang battlegrounds into kids' playgrounds.
Teach adults to read-and pass on the love of
learning.
.Help start local businesses-and give workers
new skills.
Restore an elementary school to excellence.
Immunize infants.

Get things done.

F

or fast rel ief' from the ne.gging ache of taxes, we

.A..s the nation's larges t re ti reme n t syste m,

recommend TlAA-CREF SRAs. SRr\s a re tax-

a v;~de range of allocat ion c ho ices -from TIAA's
traditional annuity, w ith its guara'ltces of principal

assets-money that can h elp make the differen ce

and interest, to the seven di ve rsaied in\/estment

beh.veen living and living wdf after your wo rking years

accoun ts of CREF 's "ar iable annuity. \Vhat 's more,
OUf exp~nses al'e very lo'\v, ~ v.·hich mean s more of

Gontributions to your SR.'"s are ded u cte d From
your salary on a pre-ta...-x basts.

MARCH 21, 1995

11 am to 1 pm
STUDENT UNION

\ve o fFer

def'err ed a;'nuities de signed to help build additional

a re over.

AMERICORPS"VISTA
IS HERE ••• ON CAMPUS

\

I~ Spring Has
~I

TWA Is an equal opportunity employer

I

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall - 516~"5100

~

Zeta's #1

Everyone get psyched for Gr, ek

to assist us in meeting tt1e expanding needs of our customers.

Start

Attitude check. __

,;~

IS HIRING

•
I

It should be! Call us!

MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call for an appointment.
381-9622

I

•
:

AVAILABLE NOW-Spacious one
bedroom apartment for rent. $397 per
month with utilities including AC. Third
floor of Lafayette Square home,
complete kitchen, carpeted, cable
ready. References required. Call 7726388.

TWA's Sl Louis Reservations Center is growing .
Needed are Individuals with a sales or customer service background

•
I

I
I

PERSONALS

Reservations Sales Agent

, \ / ' .

I
I

SERVICES

•

'•
•

I

FOR RENT

That lo'wers you r

your mo n ey goes to\va rd im p r oving your future

fin ancial health,
T o find out more , ca ll our planning spec ialists a t

current taxable income, s o .yo u s tart saving on taxes

right away. W hat 's more, any earnings on you r SRAs

I 800842-2888. We' lI send you a complete SRA

a re al so tax -d efe rred until you r ece ive them as incom e.

information kit. plus a rree sl ide-calculator th a t s hows

T hat can make a big difference in h ow painful you r tax

you how much SR..A.s can lo\ve r

bill is every year.

..
~,

.v11fir

taxes.

Call today - it couldn't hurt .

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'-"
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EDITORIALS

Student senator
position cou Id be
extinct in the future
by Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-in-chief
Are student senators going the
way of the dinosaurs?
The student community is facing
a big decision about who will keep a
large chunk of the political power on
campus. The choice is
to volunteer and take a
little responsibility now
or gradually let the position of student senators pass away.
. Last year the campus approved several
bylaw amendments that
govern the student senator elections. Students will now be
responsible for filing their candidacy
in advance. In addition, these bylaws
stipulate that if fewer than 25 students apply then fewer than 25 students will be chosen as senators. The
amount of students who register this
year could set a precedent for the
following years. A bad showing this
year in number of student senators
could set a pattern of erosion in the
political power structure for the following years.
Now I am not an ostrich with my
head in the sand; I know that student
senators haven't been the most potent political force on campus. In
fact, they have been politically silent
on every issue facing students. There
have been debates in the past about
what student senators actually do, or
should be doing. I think that part of
the long-tenn solution to the questions regarding student senators is
Ihow they will be organized in the
future. Will it be the responsibility of
the senators to report to their constituents in some manner? How will
senators get feedback from the students they represent? And, how will
senators use that feedback to vote on
the many issues considered in the
Senate?
The decision students must make
is to stand up and take control of their
political destiny by putting student
senators to work.
The Senate is coming to the end
of a trial period it granted student
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Father knows best: but don't take him out in public
The decision
students must make
is to stand up and
take control of their
own political destiny
by p uffing student
senators to work.
is willing to make a commitment to
improve this University to fill out a
studen t senator application. The campus needs people who are willing to
get involved and take a stand on some
issues. That special person could be
you.
Applications are available in
Student Activities (267 University
Center), Undergraduate Studies in
Education (155 Marillac Hall) and
the Evening College (324 Lucas Hall).
The deadline is this Wednesday.

Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current's public
bulletin board.
First, log on to CMS on the University's computer network. This can
be accessed through Internet.
Next, mail to listserve@umslvma.umsl.edu. In the body of your
note, type sub current and then your full name.
After you have subscribed, to read or send mail to the bulletin board,
mail to current@umslvma.umsl.edu.
, If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to
current@umslvma.umsl.edu.
For purposes of verification, all/etters to the editor must bear the
writer's address, student identification number and home or work
telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the
writer's anonymity.

by JulIe Pressman
of The Current Staff
My 46 year old father never
learned when to keep his mouth shut.
It doesn't matter if you are black,
white, big or small. He is an equal
opportunity offender. After 17 years
of humiliation from his non-selective
smart ass corftnr~nts to his jokes to
the supennarket checkout lady, he
sometimes just makes me want to go
into hibernation.
He finds what he considers an
injustice every couple of months and
initiates a crusade supported by facts,
not assumptions. Sometimes his crusade changes things and sometimes it
doesn't. But he doesn't let rejection
get him down. He still fights for his
beliefs regardless of what people
think.
He rarely sugar coats anything. If
I write a paper that stinks, he tells me
it stinks. Then he shows me ways to

by Jeremy Rutherford
managing editor
1 know the year is not over, but
were you satisfied with this year's
Student Government Association
(SGA) administration? After all, over
1,000 of you turned out to vote last
year, so you must have some feeling.
Chris Jones was elected SGA
president last April with 220 votes,
which was nearly the total number of
People that voted (300) the year before.
The numbers are on the rise.

Address ~ll correspondence 10 : The C"rrt,,,t
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improve
it so I
won'thumiliate
myself
(that's his
job).
De spite his
risky endeavors, his intelligence has
'a'llowed him to become a successful
lawyer. Not only is he successful in
work but he has many.friends of all
races and sexes.
His success makes me realize that
you don't have to follow the pack to
be somebody. What you say has more
impact if you articulate a fresh opinion. By speaking bluntly and honestly you may save someone some
hefty consequences down the road.
Another thing my father taught me
was you don't have to tiptoe around
people to show respect to all races,
sexes and sexual preferences.

Just because I admire my dad's of bigotry except them. Obviousl)
boldness, doesn't mean that I enjoy they don't lcnow everyone on carn
taking him out in public. But he sure . pus, they don't even know thei
would make a great English partner. names. It scares me how easily the
No more whimps with their "how throw around accusations that if take
interestings." Those people are just at face value could ruin someone'
plain useless. For once 1'd like some- reputation. Admittedly there are prot
one to say "Why don't you use this lems of bigotry on every college carr
paper to line your bird cage?" instead pus. However, these people initial
of giving you a false sense of secutheir own fonn of bigotry by stere<
rity . No wonder people act so shocked
typing everyone else as bigots. Cor
when they get F's.
tracy to popular belief, not all whil
Another thing I admire about my
people belong to the Klu Klux Kla]
dad is that he never compromises his
creditability with unfounded and un- Not all men are pigs (except for U
provable accusations. Before he says ones I've dated). And not all heten
something that may ruin somcone's sexuals live to bash gays and bisexl
reputation, he makes absolutely sure also
Another thing my dad taught IT
they really did something to deserve
was
that everyone has a right to the
it.
own
opinion. But then again, he al~
What about those people on campus who read into everything you say told me to carry water balloons ar
or do looking for racism, sexism or rotten eggs to any two side
homophobia? They claim that every- demonstration. But that's anothl
oneon campus is guilty of these forms story.

.WiII students vote in droves like lastyear1
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senators to become more involved in
the Senate meetings. Chairman of the
Senate Steven Lehmkuhle said the
sentiment in the Senate is to decrease
the number of student senators if there
is going to be a continued lack of
participation by those senators.
The answer from the student communitymust be to make
sure that 25 senators are
nominated. The next
step is to find a way to
make the student senators more effective.
One way to generate
ideas is to turn it over
to the candidates who
are running for Student
Government Association (SGA) offices. I am sure that they would be
more than willing to make an issue
out of how senators should be used
on campus. Students need to take
note here, dig in and ask these candidates for next semester what their
position is on this issue. I am sure this
will generate several different plans
on how to handle the situation.
I would also encourage any student in the campus community who

electronic mail contact

Bu~in~!is
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The campus turned into an election frenzy a year ago, and 30 votes
separated the top three candidates for
president. The vice president's race
was a landslide with Kel Ward winning by 138 votes.
Two weeks before the election,
the four candidates were given 3-5
minutes at an SGAmeeting to present
themselves. The allotted time was
necessary for students, and it may
have made the difference.
Jones and Ward, who entered the
race on the April I deadline, had a
short time to prepare, but as time told
us, students liked what they heard.
And when there was a lack of new
information, students began to create
rumors. After one day of voting, there
were conversations circwating that
the vote totals were leaked. Instead,
the leak was the fact that students
were voting in alarming numbers .
Last year's Election Chainnan
Tony Grey said, "There were more
voters than anyone expected. I have
seen students take an interest in the

election. It has come about for the
simple fact that four (candidates) induced the people to participate."
This year there are three candidates for president: Tonya
Hutchinson, Tom 0 'Keefe, and Beth
Titlow. They are looking for a turnout similar to last years. They need it;
the school needs it.
All three candidates are strong
leaders. They deserve a good voter
turnout.
O'Keefe is a member of the Sigma
Pi fraternity and spearheaded a defense team last semester in "Sexy
Legs II" case, in which the fraternity
was found innocent. He and running
mate Jason Peery are basing their
campaign on unity; if they can accomplish this,they will make an improvement that past administrations
haven't been able to accomplish.
Hutchinson never found herself
bored or at a loss of words in her fust
year at UM-St. Louis. In addition to
taking the Sigma Pi fraternity to Student Court, Hutchinson fonned the

All three candidates
are strong leaders.
They deserve a good
voter turnout.
Gay and Lesbian Students for Chang
In her campaign goals, she addresSl
racism and sexism on campus.
Titlow is only in her second ye
at the University, but has made son
quick connections as a two- year men
berofthe SGA executive board. Cu
rently, she is the SGA comptroll
and was a member of the Transcri
Fee Committee, which recently pre
sured the administration into lowe
ing the fee from $5 to $3.
Will even more students turn 0
to vote this year? If you don't, r
member to keep quiet next year whl
you're paying a fee to sharpen yo
pencils in Clark Hall, and there's I
one at the top fighting for you.

Correction
In issue 819 afThe Current the swry "Pressure causes UM-St. wuis to lower transcript fees" did not
include the information that the transcript fee will not Officially be lowered until July 1, 1995. The Current
regrets any problems this error might have caused.

Letters '
to the
editor
policy

The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be kept brief The use of any
material is at the editor's discretion.
Editing may be necessary for space and clarity. Ideas will not be altered, but the editor
will avoid obscenity, libel and invasions Of privacy.
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Current.
For purposes of verification, all letters must bear the writer's handwritten signature,
address, student identification number and home or work telephone number. If requested,
all efforts will be made to maintain the writer's anonymity.
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')'Keefe from page 1

Titlow from page 1

member of the College Democrat~ . .
White, who is running for comproller, is a member of Senate Stulent Affairs Committee, the S.G.A.
epresentative for Evening College
:ountil and the treasurer of the
~vening College Council.
O'Keefe is hoping that White' s
)resence on the ticket will get the
::vening College students some rep·esentation. They make up approxinately 30 percent of the UM-S l. Louis
;tudent population.
"As things stand now, the
Bvening College kind of gets ig~ored," O'Keefe said~ "We think by
ilaving an Evening College member
on our ticket it's going to be really
ilelpful in bringing their views to
Stude~t Government. We think it's
very important to include them in the
campus involvement."

Safety is an important issue on
their campaign . They want to encourage UM-St. Louis police to increase
the foot patrol of campus, especially
at night.
"There are parts of campus that
are way too dark," O'Keefe said.
"Right now, campus can be a scary
place."
0' Keefe said that student organizations patrolling the campus at night
could be a possibility.
"We need to at least do something to make the campus [safer] ,"
O'Keefe said.
Bettercommunication among the
four UM-system campuses is another
important issue in their campaign.
"Most problems or disagreements
that people have generally relate to
the fact that they just misunderstand
each other and can't communicate as

Solution from page 1
that Sigma Pi would not lose their
as a student organization, and they would nut be placed on
probation of any kiild.
By posting the sign,Hutchinson
said she is hopingto gain some support for a campaign she's getting
ready to start
Her campaign against sexism
~ecognition

was originally directed solely toward
the Sigma Pi fraternity, but has recently grown into a much larger issue.
. "The administration of the campus, as a whole, has totally ignored
this problem," Hutchinson said. "So
now I see no other solution but to
bring people from outside of the cam-

wellastheycould,"O'Keefesaid. "If . . "There are a lot of Student Gov- signed to reflect the direction of the
we had a direct computer link with ernment organizations that are better campaign.
the other campuses that would help thaIi ours," O'Keefe said. "If we had
"We have set up Simple goals that
the communication greatly."
better communication with them, we canhavefar-reachingeffects,"Titlow
Once a month, each one of the could learn from their mistakes in- said. "It's better to work with simple
four campuses send a Student Gov- stead of having to make them our- goals in mind. If you try to focus on
ernment representative to a meeting selves."
sweeping changes, you'll lose moatoneofthefourcarnpuses. O'Keefe
They are also interested in work- mentum. You can make significant
said that, withacompuJer-linkedsys- · ing more with the UM-St. Louis Po- changes by taking small steps."
tem, they will be able to communi- litical
Action
Committee
The first issue that Titlow and
cate more often during the month.
(UMSLPAC), which works for the Zweifel are going to address is some"
O'Keefe said this type of system campus. They hope this will help thing they call "Students as CustomUM-St. Louis by influencing legisla- ers," or SAC, of the University.
would be economically feasible.
"There will be no need to make a tion that is passed in Jefferson City.
"We talk about students and their
long distance phone call," he said.
"It was the first political action groups, but the group that we leave
"Once the computer is hooked-up, committee in the country that was set outis the students that aren 't involved
it's pretty much a one-time fee." . up to help a college campus," O'Keefe in a group," TitJow said. "It's based
He said it could also possibly cut said. "They've done a lot of wonder- on supply and demand. If the Univerdown on the travel.
fulthings for the campus, and I would sity doesn't supply me with my deO'Keefe would also like to see like to see the students of the campus, . mands, I' lltake my money elsewhere.
better communication between other especially Student Government, work
"It's kind of like a bad restaurant.
area universities and colleges.
closer with the UM-St. Louis PAC." You tell your friends, and then they
don't go to that restaurant. It's the
same as college:"
The campaign has a list of objectives which both Titlow and Zweifel
and the administration . I figure, if I said that they will accomplish, and
pus to help me with this."
Hutchinson said she is getting bring in people from the outside, many of their ideas concentrate on
help outside of the campus because it maybe they would be more respon- communication.
Titlow said that, to account for
is difficult to gain support on cam- sive, and they would feel more safe."
Hutchinson said, "It's time to stop the communication gap between the
pus.
"I've had people, guys and girls, being nice. Now I'm ready to get Evening College and day students,
come up to me individually and tell . down and dirty. This has dragged on she and Zweifel would conduct fo- '
me I'm doing a great job," Hutchinson for too long and everybody's tired of rums for students to voice their opinsaid, "but it's hard to rally support it, and, believe it or not, I'm tired of ions to the student government.
when people are afraid of Sigma Pi it too."
Titlow also said they will have

r---------------------~I

Tanya from page 1
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,committee to deal with the safety of
''The teachers shouldhavea venue
students on campus. The first things for recourse if they are discriminated
she would work on are increased vis- against," Hutchinson said.
ibility of police officers and better
In dealing with classes on spelighting on campus and in the parking cific culture or issues, Hutchinson
said whenever possible a teacher of
areas.
The next item on Hutchinson's that culture or affiliation should be
platform is the promoting awareness asked to teach the course. For inof Gay and Lesbian issues as well as stance, Hutchinson said that there
other cultures and backgrounds. was a white teacher teaching acourse
Hutchinson said that although there on African Art.
"It would make more sense to
was one class offered last semester
dealing with Gay and Lesbian issues, have an African teacher instructing
it was not offered again this semester. that course," Hutchinson said.
The final item on Hutchinson's
She also said that while there is a
policy protecting Gay and Lesbian platform deals with student tuition.
studen ts from discrimination, no such "Students should have a major say in
a tuition raise because it affects stupolicy exists for teachers.
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tables set up on campus during the
week to make SGA's presence visible to the students. This is in addition
to a student information publication
they have planned to introduce.
"I think that itis important to stay
in communication," Titlow said. "I
have heard from the administration
and others that when I talk people
listen. I' ve developed a working relationship with the administration, and
I think that, as SGA president. 1 can
be an effective medium of communication for students."
Zweifel mentioned the success of
the student action committees in the
last two years beginning with the
Textbook Reform committee in 1993.
Zweifel said that he and Titlow have
plans to expand the committees and
have them meet once per week instead of once a month.
"We can meet with these committees and direct the individuals to
the right avenues," Zweifel said. "We
can lead them through the process. If
you put the proper pressure on the
administration, progress increases as
it has this year.
"And when things are going right,
everybody gets involved. You have
to have a government that puts people
first. Cooperation is the key."
Titlow and Zweifel currently do
not have a comptroller selected, but
they plan to name one by this week.
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dents directly," Hutchinson said.
She said that UM-St. Louis was
designed to provide low cost education, but with raises in tuition that
may not always be true.
"Students are the university and
if higher tuition means that fewer
people eruol! then there will be no
university," Hutchinson said.
Ultimately, Hutchinson said that
students should have a more active
role in deciding how university money
is spent.
"I challenge my opponents to
bring up issues like these openly and
publicly," Hutchinson said. "If the
students of this campus believe in
fighting institutionalized forms of
oppression as well as assuming our
power as students, then their vote
should be for me. I am raisin-g important argiJrnents that my opponents
will not fight as rigorously for, if they
fight for them at all."
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Better ·
·Iate
than
never?

::; ' J ,. ,:
by Scott Lama r
featu res editor
Procrastination is a horrible thing
a disease which causes all that is
important (homework) to be put off
until it can not be put off any longer.
Procrastination causes grade point
averages to plummet and racks individuals with enormous amounts of
stress,
I liken procra stination to the
chicken pox, Some people are stricken
~ore severely than others. Most students catch it in their senior year of
hi gh s c hool , he nce the name
"senioritis".
Yet most can fmd a way to overcome their desire to skip their algebra
homework and get it finished anyway.
Once s tudents graduate, their
battle with procrastination is, for the
most part, something that can be deal t
with effec tively.
For myself, procrastination has
become something greater than the
common senioritis. By my sophomore year iII high school, procrastination was uncontrollable. My will
to get my hbmework finished would
10seOllt to the dreaded monster which
is procrastination every time .
Fully aware that I had a problem,
I sought out my guidance counselor.
He suggested that I fiJI out a weekly
schedule of ac ti vities.
He said that for each day I should
plan a specific tim e for sleep, exercise and most importantly, study time.
It sounded like a good idea, but there
was a problem. 111ere was no incenti ve to follow the schedule as planned
other than feeling guilty for not doing
it. Unfortunately, I could sleep just
fine despite having blown off my
homework.
Deadlines meant nothing to me
until abo\1t 6 hours before my assignment was due. By this time, the stress
I was supposed to feel last week was
just hitting me. Stress, I feel, spurs
motivation.
I felt no stress, therefore I lacked
the motivation to do it. I couldn'thelp
it, and I still can't.
For a term paper due in the morning, I would normally begin the work
at 11 p.m. thenighl before it was due.
With the help of one or two No-Doz
tablets and five or six cans of Pepsi,
I could read all the necessary literature, write a rough draft, which also
happened to be the final draft, and
type it all before it was time to leave
for school.
At school, my friends and classmates would look at me and ask me if
I had been in a war. After all, I had
bags under my eyes, was shaking
uncontrollably from the massive
doses of caffeine andcouldn' t speak
without slurring my words together.
By 10 a.m. that day, I was dozing at
my desk.
I don'l know just how many tim~s
I did this in high school, but I do
know that, after each time I did it, I
would promise myself that I would
never do it again. But I always did,
and, as a sophomore in college, I still
do it. Even here at the newspaper I
have a tendency to stretch the old
deadline every now ,and again.
Knowing the seriousness of my
problem, I frequently ask myself several questions: Will I procrastinate
when I get a wiljob in tllereal world?
Will I procrastinate when say, income tax time comes? Will I gradu-

see Column, page 6
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Strong arm of the law:
UM-St. Lou is grad practices law by day,teaches it by night
by Scott Lamar
fe atures editor
Excuse him if he looks a little
ruffled when he walks into class, he's
a very busy man.
Richard Moran battles for the
rights of the accused everyday as a
publi~ defender for the city of St.
Louis. At night, he teaches Criminal
Law here at UM-St. Louis, his alma
mater.
Although it would seem that having two jobs would be quite taxing,
Moran said tlIat going from one job
to another isn't a ha~sle because he
thoroughly enjoys his work.
"I like doing both." he said. "I
enjoy running over the elements of
law with my students. It keeps me on
my feet and keeps me reviewing the
law with the citizens of St. wuis;
whether it be my students or a jury in
my trial."

Moran said that the law is a COIDmon bond throughout his faIllily. Both
his father and uncle are retired police
officers. His brother and cousin are
police officers. Bob McCulloch, the
St. Louis County prosecutor, is also a
relative.
"I guess some people would say
it's in by faIllily blood," he said. "I
went to college to get my bachelor's
degree to go on to law school. I've
wanted to be a lawyer for a long
time."
Moran, who attended law school
at American University ill Washington, D.C., said he wanted to be a trial
lawyer all along. Unlike most people
in law school, he didn't want to work
in a large fInn and make a huge salary. He desired a more active role
with more interaction with the public. Being <f public defender allows
him to do this.
"I don't want to be stuck in a

Richard Moran
building with a lot of documents and
no communication with people," he
said. "I've got a great job where one
of the main parts of my position is

Rap
Willie D
"Play Witcha Mama"
Former Geto Boy Willie D has kicked out
a rather respectable album , After achieving a
lot offame with his work in the Geto Boys, he
left the group to pursue a solo career.
"Play W itcha Mama" is his second solo

release, and he doesn't disappoint.
The best song on the disc is "Is It
Real (My Mind Still Playin' Tricks
On Me)", the follow up to the mega
hit "My Minds Playin Tricks on
Me," which was released in the early
'90s. The song has fl very basic beat
that complements Willie's slow
rhyme scheme. He goes through the
tale of going to his grandmother's
house, and then he wakes up in a
graveyard next to his grandmother's
grave. The song has an eerie message and is well worth a listen.
"Play Witcha Mama," the title
track, has a surprise visit by Willie's
10ng-timefriendandformerN.W.A.
member Ice Cube. Although the
song- seems chop~y at flrst, after
several listens I foull'd the song be:
very good. Cube works very well
with Willie, and their collaboration
turns a rather average song into a
topnotch recording.
Willie also dips into a market left alone by
many rappers - religion. In "Guess My Religion ," Willie rips apart every religion that
he could think of; no one was safe. Christians,
Baptist, Muslims - all feel the wrath of
Willie D:

see Moran, page 5

see Music, page 5

High school students experience college
by Julie Pressman
associate features editor
Ever wish you had the social life of a high
school student but still could keep the freedom
and challenge of college?
.There are a small but
increasing number of
students who end up getting the best of both
worlds. They attend both
high school and college.
At the beginning this
year, Ladue high school
senior Daniel Katz
needed less than three
credits to graduate. He
decided that instead of
earning credit he really
didn't need, he would
explore the college circuit and rack up a few
credit hours. Next year
he plans transfer these
Daniel
credits to the University
of Indiana.
Katz spends only three hours a day at
Ladue high school through the schools dual
enrollment program. During the remainder of
the day, he works at a local hardware store. In

Good performance by com~dian
goes to waste in Summ.it Lounge
by Dan Holtzer
of The Current staff

to the city jail or workhouse to speak
with clients about the strengths and
weaknesses of the states' case. He
said he takes the plea offers made by
the state to his client and discusses
with them whether or not a trial is in
their best interests.
"Currently, I represent a lot of
people charged with murder, rape
and robbery," he said, "so I review
theirftles often because they are complex cases and the defendants are
facing a lot of time."
Although Moran often must take
his work home with him, he gets
plenty of moral support from his wife
Martha, who is also a public defender.
"It's great because she knows
exactly what I'm talking about because she has the same job," he said.
"She gives me ideas about trial strategy and her professional opinion

.The best of both worlds

Rat's Reviews

Willie D

communicating with people, whether
it be my client's family, expert witnesses, doctors or psychiatrists."
Moran said he is as thrilled to be
teaching as he is practicing law.
"I enjoy the classroom," he said.
"I enjoy the exchange with my students. I thin}c that I get ideas from my
students about practicing law. I respect their opinions." Moran has been
teaching one class. per semester for
the past three years. He either teaches
a class at 8 a.m. or after 6 p .m.
"It's flattering that I'm teaching
here," he said. "It's an honor to be
teaching here with the faculty that
taughtmelike Dr. Wagner, Dr. Dec~er
and Dr. Wright.
Moran, who has been practicing
law for five years, said he spends
about eight or nine hours a day working in the public defender' S office.
Most of his day involves preparing
for trial. Moran makes frequent trips

average material, but her statement
that the doll was used for home plate
in baseball games - a belch before a
tag making the runner safe - made
the bit above average.
About 20 minutes into the show,
Norton "came out." She said that her
mother reacted to the news that she is
a lesbian by saying, "I gave her an

Comedian Nancy Norton performed at the Summit, Wednesday,
for a cheese sandwich, several book
bags, and, oh yes, 20 or so students.
Norton, who was born in the
Ozarks was, understandably upset by
the lack of publicity for the event
which was presented by UPB on Campus. The event was advertised through
a scattering of scarcely visible, paper-sized flyers and said, "I wish I
were bipolar: this would not matter."
Her bitterness was tinged with
kindness, though, and she valiantly
carried on. Perhaps she was aided in
handling adversity by her pastexperiences as a nurse.
Norton drew on many of these
past experiences, from matching a
small man with a large catheter to
falling on a needle full of morphine,
to create laughs.
Norton does not possess the the~
attical skills of, say, Lily Tomlin or
Robin Williams; she tended to rely a
bit too much on the "theatrical" move
Nancy Norton
of putting her hands on her hips and
crouching.
Easy-Bake oven. I did the best I
But Norton is a far more expres- could."
Norton was once married to a
sive and ' honest performer than the
average Tonight Show joke machine, "very nice man," but divorced him
and her material, though mixed with because, "he would not wear theJ odie
some stock, often went beyond . Foster mask." .
Her remarks on how parents try
simple, tired jokes.
She spoke of a burping doll that to restrict children . by gender were
sometimes had to be stepped on to poignant and clever. She said that her
provoke the action: she labeled the mom painted herroom pink and gave
doll "Stomp-O-Burp." This is fairly her a frilly canopy bed.

"But I'm Batman," Norton said.
"Every morning I had to pretend the
Joker had played a vicious joke on
the Bat Cave."
Norton seemed to worry too much
about offending and kept asking at
points whether she had done so. Still,
this might just be a disannmg tactic,
as she must be aware that her material
is not simple vulgarity.
At one point, she told of a letter
she read long ago in Teen Magazine.
A YOWlg woman wrote that her sister
saw her sanitary napkins and asked
what they were. She told her sister
they were "napkins" and, "Guess
whose night it was to set the table?"
Most performers would have
stopped there as if finding a funny
story sufficed; Ms. Norton imagined
how her family would have dealt with
sanitary napkins at the table.
Her mother prayed for their removal.
Although Norton has not reached
the point where she can give a performance as accomplished and deep as,
say, Maya Angelou, it is unfair to
expect a fully matured genius to show
up in the UM-St. wuis eating/per. forming area.
Nancy Norton deserves better,
and, even on a commuter campus,
there' is no excuse or having her
perform for such a small crowd - a
crowd she managed to keep laugh- .
ing.
In April, Norton will be perfonn~
' ing on Evening at the Improv, which
is telecast on the Arts and Entertainment channel.

the evening he attends a geology class at the
University.
"I like Ladue because all my friends are
there and it's hard to see them anywhere else
. ,s ometimes with work," Katz said." But the
classes at UMSL are a little
more challenging which
makes everything go
faster."
HazelwoodCentraljunior Kevin Zeisel takes Calculus ill at the University
and still manages to take a
full course load at high
school. Next year he plans.
to enter the Pierre Laclede
Honors College and take
only-one or two classes at
Hazelwood.
"I want to try to get into
MIT later and. go into the
math and science field,"
Zeisel said. "Hopefully all
my credits will transfer and
Katz
I will have saved myself
some time and money.
Although both students enjoy UM-St.
Louis and get along well 'with their class. mates, they admit that they have deeper and

see Students, page

Current.' Chatter'
. I can see how it influences
people negatively, but I don't
think iUs a major problem.
Danielle Difeo
Freshman
Special EdJ Social Work

Music influences lifestyles
individuality and way oflife. It
'could be good or bad. It depends on how you tiel.
James Trittler
Senior
Comm unications
oJ>

"

"

In a way I think it does because
people interpret songs.
Marquita RobirisQn.
Senior
Social Work

I don't think m~if can 'influence anyone in their right mind.

Rashida Brown
Sophomore
Business
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Students from page 5

Music from page 5
"Ain't that a bitch, the church
house gettin' rich. While I'm feelin '
like dookie on a stick ...."
Willie has a way with catchy
phrases; many of them are rather
funny. "You better speed on before
you get peed on," is his most often
used phrase. Even if you don't care to
listen to the lyrics, the background
music is very good and makes this
alb~ a must for any Geto Boys fan.
lt is even recommended to anyone
who is looking for a different way to
look at things.
··KenDunkin

Bluegrass
Alison Krauss·"Now That I've
Found You"
Traditionally greatest hits albums
are released by elderly musicians as a
means of milking a little more money
from a rapidly declining fan base.
"Now That I've Found You," the new
greatest hits album by Alison Krauss,
is a far cry from that description.
. For one thing Krauss is not elderly, but, at 23, she has more talent
than most musicians twice her age.
She is continually being compared to
a young Dolly Parton or Emmylou
Harris for her fine voice, and one
would be hard pressed to fmd a fiddle
player, living or dead, who was good
enough to compare her to.
KraussandherUnion Station band
recorded their fust album in 1985
when Krauss was just 14-years-old.
In 1987 she and the band signed with

Rounder Records, and since that sign- Don'tBelieveYou'veMetMyBaby" as much money as possible. Eazy's
ing they've gone on to produce four from Jerry Douglas' "Slide Rule" al- rapping on this song is a nice touch
chart-topping albums. In support of bum.
considering he hasn't done an album
these recordings, the band has toured
Far and away this reviewer's fa- in over a year. He has a double album
extensively on the bluegrass festival vorite song was Krauss' rendition of
. coming out this spring which should
circuit and played regular concerts the Lennon/McCarmey tune "I Will, "
be as good as any other gangster rap
coast to coast.
that originally was performed on the album.
As if all this didn't keep her busy Tony Furtado CD "Within Reach."
"Thuggish Ruggish Bone" is the
enough, Krauss is constantly being This is the most beautiful bluegrass
approached by other bluegrass and adaptations of arock 'n' roll love biggest hit on the release. MTV has
been playing it a lot although they are
country artists who want her to make . song that I've ever heard.
guest appearances on their new alLast year, at the ripe old age of sissies and feel the need to bleep
bums. It's asif a guest appearance by 22, Krauss became the youngest per- every other word that the group says.
Krauss guarantees the album will former ever to be inducted into the Bone is sometimes hard to undersucceed. Surprisingly, she manages Country Music Hall of Fame.
stand, but their rapping is music in its
to squeeze in several of these guest
With her angelic voice and in- own right. They keep steady beats in
appearances each year.
comparable fiddle playing Alison their lyrics, and the background muThis new release features one Krauss has put bluegrass music on sic is great. Former N.W.A. member
song from each of Krauss' four pre- the world map. This new release is a
Yella produces this track and keeps
vious Rounder albums as well as scrapbook that marks a few of the
the song going smoothly.
songs from five guest appearances stops she has made along the way of
The rest of the album is filled
On other projects. The last three are what promises to be a long and proswith
tales of robbing jewelry stores,
previously unreleased tracks.
perous career.
going off on cops, and doing drive by
One surprise on this new project
shootings.
If you like ·the gangster
was the previously unreleased track .
··Michael J. Urness
fairy tales that their predecessors sang,
"Oh, Atlanta" wl1ich Krauss and
you will most defmitely like this alUnion Station played last year at
Rap
their Mississippi Nights concert. It
bum. If you don't like rap, because
Bone- Thugs N Harmony
features Krauss singing the blues
this is rap at its roughest.
"Creepin' On Ah Come Up"
which is a bit of a departure for her
··Ken Dunkin
but one she pulls it off surprisingly
Following in the footsteps of rap
well.
Senate from page 1
Other highlights on "Now That groupssuchasN.WAandGetoBoys,
I've Found You" include "Every Bone brings gangster rap to a new
Time You Say Good-bye,", from the level. The group consists of five CleveEducation and the Evening Col1992a1bum of the same name, "Tear- land born gangsters that know what · lege.
drops Will Kiss The Morning Dew," they are talking about when it comes
Lehmkuhle said that students can
from the 1989 album "Two Highmake
a difference.
to the street.
ways," "Sleep On" from the 1987
"Many
issues are important to
Eazy-E, the legendary rapper, was
album "Too Late To Cry" and "I
students, and they should have inthe executive producer and makes an
put," he said. "I have seen where a
appearance on the disc. "For The Love
student standing up and saying someof $" is perhaps the best track on the thing has changed the vote of the
CD. The track is about Bone's basic Senate."
goals in life- to have fun and make
But Lehmkuhle said the student
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longer standing friendships in high
school. Despite the problems of both
high schools, their friends.seem to be
the one thing that allows them to bear
it.
"I don' t particularly like my high
school except for the fact that I get to
see my friends," Zeisel said. "They're
the main reason I don't mind being
there. But there are so many people
around who don't want to be there ·
and it just brings down the whole
mood."
Both young men welcome their
new found freedom. No more nico-

tine fits for Katz because the school
won't let him smoke even outside.
They don't have to grovel any more
just to get a pass off the parking lot.
And mom and dad don't need to write
any more notes or make any more
phones calls to excuse them when
they're sick.
"The freedom of college is the
fust thing to get over," Katz said.
"In high school they basically
force you to go to class. Here, if you
don't go to class enough you'll probably fail. Luckily, I didn't have to
learn the hard way."

Moran from page 5
about whether or not I am doirig the
right thing or the wrong thing."
Moran and his wife met through
mutual friends in Washington D.C.,
where ·she attended nearby George
Washington University.
In their spare time, Mr. and Mrs.
Moran like to entertain and socialize
quite a bit. They also make numerous
trips to Washington D.C. to visit
friends.

In the future, Moran said he plans
to remain in both professions. As far
as the justice system goes, he hinted
that the public's attitudes about crime
and punishment are shifting to the
right.
"It's getting to the point where
public defenders are endangered speCies," he said. "I definately perceive
from the public that people just want
to ship criminals away and forget
about them."

senators do not have a constituency
to report back to, and he feels that
may be the main reason students are
not interested. '
"That and accountability, and
they are kind of similar," Lehmkuhle
said. "May~ if you have the chair of
the Senate speak to SGA or have the
student senator report back to the
Assembly, then you would have stu-

dent interaction with the Senate."
"All issues come to the Senate,"
Lehmkuhle said. "Student participation is welcomed and needed by the
Senate. We can talk about library
hours and parking, and we could have
talked about the transcript fee issue.
[A Senate meeting] is an appropriale
forum to make those claims."

Column from page 5
ate this century? WillI fmd a job with
my ugly college track record?
As these questions race through
my head, it scares me to death. Idon't
know.what to do about my condition.
Should I read some motivational
books or what?
For myself and others, I think we
need to form some type of support
group, rm serious. We can't do it
alone. Together, we just might me

tVatelt a..s' bwtri it fo~ fOa. ...
1. Elutl"'Plfioalt, e()l(tI"'Plld (If,,/ted lIooM&' c7ate.r
2.0{.(tr/ool" t'UI/f,,#(Iir.f Pool alrri Jaoazzi
3.21 /loW" {)~'te ;f/aIr~e-lft & ;f/OJIrte-lfalrOe- Staj .
1.
5.
6.
1
8.

9.
10.

---~-
UNIVERSITY MEADOWS
Call 1-800-681-1441 To Request An Information Packet.

able to lick our problem.
I think that dicipline is the key.
Maybe if we have some people standing over us with a whip, we' ll do the
work. At this point in the game, torture is what it's going to take.
However, until there is a homework whip master or dominatrix in
Thomas Jefferson Library, turning in
an assignment late is better that never.
_~~ ya in two weeks.
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THE CURRENT

Rivermen bomb Miners in weekend clash
Hensleyslead assault on Sunday
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

Dunkin's
Donuts
The basketball season has come
to a conclusion, so it's time for
Dunkin's Donuts, my own UM-St.
Louis sports awards . Although all the
players did not win awards, all are
thanked for their hard work and dedication to the game. Now on with the
awards.
"'Most energetic
Eric Bickel: This guy had more
expressions than a Mr. Potato Head
doll. Bickel had an expression for
every single action. He had manJ
upset looks and many happy looks.
The fans were never at a loss at how
Bickel felt during the game.
Nichole Christ: AlthQugh Christ
isn't as emotional as Bickel she
showed a lot out on the court The
moment I will always remember is
when the Riverwomen played UMRolla A UM-Rolla player had been
taunting Christ for several plays, but
after she drove passed the girl and
drew the foul, Christ let the girl know
that she had been scored on.
*Most Valuable Player
Marcus Albert: Although Albert
struggled with bis 3-point shot, he
still managed to average 13.2 points
per game. His leadership on the court
was felt by everyone, and it was disappointing for me to see him struggle
with his 3-pointer. He connected on
30 percent of his 3-pointers which
isn't that bad, but when you consider
the hot hand he had last season, it
seemed like a disappointment Bickel
and Lawndale Thomas also were very
strong candidates.
Laura Satterfield: There was no
one even close to beating Satterfield
for this award. Satterfield scored 18
points a game. Except for a small
drought in the middle of the season,
Satterfield was the only bit of offense
the Riverwomen had to throw at opposing teams. She was also a topnotch defender and improved as the
season progressed. S he even made an
appearance on News ChannelS, beating broadcaster Frank Cusumano in a
shoot-out Laura will be desperately
missed by the team next season.

"'Most consistent
Rodney Hawthorne: Throughout
the season Hawthorne played his
usual 20-25 minutes a game and
scored an average of 9.6 points per
game. His point average was almost
exactly like last season's when he
averaged 9.9 a game.
Given the right opportunities
Hawthorne, a sophomore, could be a
top-notch scorer for the Rivermen
again next season.

*Best Newcomers
Eric Lytle: He was quite a player
when he was on the court. A transfer
from UM-Kansas City, Lytle was
ineligible the fIrst semester. But when
he finally I1:id put on the Rivermen
uniform for the first time, he scored
31 points. Lytle's arrival gave the
team a needed spark, but he later
injured his knee and never recovered.
Lytle finished with 11.5 points
and 6.5 rebounds per game. His high
flying dunks will be missed next year
because Lytle is a senior.
Angie Stubblefield and Jade
Turner: Both tall players helped
greatly in rebounding and shot blocking. They are the big players the
Riverwomen will need in order to be
successful next season.

"You can't say enough. about
the effort of Wolfe," said Brady.
"He went ten innings and kept us
The UM-St. Louis Rivennen in the game. The pitching has done
destroyed the UM-Rolla Miners the job for us this season."
The Rivennen pushed the Minlast ,Weekend in a back-to-back
ers just as hard Sunday, they won
series of double headers.
The Rivermen had double 9-2. The win pushed their record
headers on Saturday and Sunday to 9-4. , Their hitting struggled
against the Miners. They won both early. The squad went down in
order for the
on Saturday 4first
two in3, and 10-5 . The
nings. In the
first game on
"We beat these
third
they
Saturday was
guys
two
games
jumped
all
over
hard fought.
the Rolla starter
The
game yesterday so they
scoring three
1asted twelve

were pretty down. All

runs on two
innings until
we had to do was
hits.
Casey Hensley
"We came
good
and
hit
throw
hit a sacrifice
out a little slugfly to bring in good and they would
gish since we
the winning
rol/
over.'
had
two pretty
run.
-Reed
Hensley,
grueling games
"Two differenttimes we
pitcher yes terday,"
said
Brady.
were withlnone
"Our
top
three
pitch oflosing,"
said head coach Jim Brady. "Josh guys Dan Chinnici, Josh Banks,
, Banks was at 1-2 and he got a hit, and Casey Hensley stepped up a
they Casey Hensley doubles to notch. David Lucas has gotten
score Banks to tie the game. Then some clutch RBI's fo'r us. Kellv
low and behold Case'y is at the Thorton hit a two run home run
plate and he hits a sacrifice fly to that broke their back." .
Thorton's home run was
win the game . It was a real
smashed 345 feet to left field iving
nailbiter. "
Trevor Wolfe threw nine and a the Rivermen a comanding 7-1
thirdirmings allowing three earned lead.
Reed Hensley got the win in
runs. He struck out four and
the opening game Sunday. He
walked only two.

photo: Fernanda Lima

Rlvermen first basemen Kelly Thornton takes a swing In the first game of a double header
Saturday. Thornton hit a 445·foot home run Sunday to help push the team to a 9-2 victory.
went eight innings striking out
nine, in the seventh inning he
struck out the side. Reed Hensley
only allowed six runners to reach
base, three of them reach base via
walk.
"There is a reason that there
were so many scouts here today,
they were here to see him," said
Brady. "He responded with a great
effort. He gets stronger as the game
progresses , once we got the lead
he dominated. He gave us a very
nice effort."

"I felt like I had a good day,"
said Reed Hensley. "All my
pitches were working. We beat
these guys two games yesterday
so they were p'retty down . All we
had to do was throw good and hit
good and they would roll over."
Although the victories pushed
the Rivermen conference record
to 2-0 Brady still has his goals on
a higher plateau.
"I'm still not completely satisfied," said Brady. "We still need
to get better. If we're going to

Short-handed tennis team wins
handilyove[ Benedicti ~ College
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
The UM-St. Louis Rivermen
Tennis team beat illinois Benedictine
Collage 6-3 in a rather convincing
style.
The Rivennen consist of only
six players, which doesn't allow
much rest for any member of the ,
team.
"We only have six guys so I'm
going with the players with the most
experience," Rivermen coach Carl
Walker said. "We're going to have
to realize that every player can have
a lapse in concentration. 'The one
[team] that stays the most focused
and consistent is the one that is going
to win."
Overall, the team has remained
focused and so far has rolled over its
opponents.
Neil Sulthar breezed through his
match, scoring a 6-4, 6-0 victory.
"Whenever you come out with a
victory you feel that your players
played well," Walker said.
The doubles team played
briliantly as it won all three matches
without much competition. Ryan
Young and Jeff Grass struggled earl y
against their opponents, but then they
photo: Ken Dunkin
caught some momentum and won
the match 8-7.
Matt Fagala, the top-seeded singles player, prepares to serve to
"We've had trouble in the past an Illinois Benedictine opponent last Wendsday. Fagalalost his
winning doubles matches," said match 7-6, 6-4. The Rlvermen won the overall match 6-3.
Walker. "They are really important
fun. Hopefully we will have a decent
in winning the overall match. I hope match, which they won.
"Jeff has a (bad) back that could season."
we can continue to improve with our
In the matches:
doubles."
give out on him tomorrow," Walker
Man Fagala lost to Premal Patal,
Although the Rivermen have said. "Without another player he has
,played very well, they know the to play doubles and singles . If we had 7-6,6-4. Dean Parkinsonlostto Hugo
schedule will get stronger as the sea- another player he could play only Cordova, 6-4, 7-5. Grass losttoAheed
son progresses.
doubles or singles, then he wouldn't Sidighi, 8-4,
"This school was very compa- have to put as much pressure on himSulthar defeated Rick Shah, 6-4,
rable to our's" said Walker. "Look- self. Six players is a long hard sea- 6-0. Lawson defeated Omar Sultan,
4-6, 7-5, 7-2. Young defeated Jason
ing ahead (into the season) I know son."
Even though the Rivennen only Ostby,6-2,6-4.
we will run into some tougher
schools. That means we will have to have six players, they are playing
In doubles play:
Fagala and Parkinson defeated
practice harder and try to stay in well as a Learn, something Walker
likes a lot.
there and stay tough with them."
Cordova and Ostby, 8-4. Grass and
Jeff Grass played well out in his
"They are gelling as a team," said Young defeated. Sedighi and Patel,
match, but he lost 8-4. He and Young Walker. ''The camaraderie is great. 8-7. Sulthar and Lawson defeated
also played well in their doubles We're going.Lo work hard and have Sultan and Parel, 8-3.

excel we have to get here early
and stay late. We can't take anything for granted. We're only going to be great if we show more
consistent self disopline ."
The Rivennen will play at the
Mark Twain Center Tuesday.
Game time is at 2:30 against
McKendree. Admission is free to
all fans.
They alsoplay Mar. 28 againsl
Westminster at home at 3:00.
Washington University then
comes to play the Rivermen Apr.4,

Way over the (blue) line
'by E ic Thomas, of The Current staff

. --

A lot of things are starting now ahead of the rest and is reigning
that spring is upon us here at UM-S 1. king on the penalty throne. His nuLouis: trees are blooming, the quad merous lO-minute game misconis once again the place to be during ducts throughout the year added up
class changes (during class even), like O.1.'s legal bill. It seemed as
professors are letting classes out though the zebras didn't dig Marco's
early, spring fever is here
verbal abuse and
and so are the honnones.
threw him out on
. more than one ocBut one thing that has
ended for some u.¥. Sl.
casion. Kirk Smith
Louis students is
did his time in the
hockey. Yes,regretfully
box, placing his him
the UM-St. Louis
second on the team
Hockey
Rivermen
in penalty minutes.
ended their season last
Glenn LeCour, an"
week with a respectable
other Canuck, ran a
recordof4-8-1. The 13close race with
gameseasonwasn'tenoughtowear Smith, and that's something to be
om guys out or leave them hospital- said considering he only played in
ized indefinitely, but just the oppo- sevengarnes (well, 6.5 technically).
site.
In that short span, LeCour accumuNow I know that the only thing lated over 90 minutes.
Now on to the honorable menrunning through your inquisitive
little heads is ST ATS, so here are tions ... To start out: Lou Grabou,
the numbers for the top five scorers: John Dubicki and Smith all deserve
Coming in at No.1 is forward to be congratulated on akiIler seaP J. Rogers with 15 goals and 12 son. These three, along with the
assists. RightbehindRogers is Bryan additionofLeCourrilidwaythrough
Hom, who racked up 10 goals and the season, really showed they had
11 assists. Team president and player what it takes for a stay-at-home
Dan Dagenais sits pretty as the defense to be successful offensively
team's third leading scorer with one as well.
' ,
'
"Defense was oar strongest
, goal and one assist shy of Hom's
, totals. Had a broken limb not side- point, needing little workto achieve
lined him for a few games, those perfection,"said our center Horn.
numbers would have been inflated.
''{' d say we (the defense) really
The fourth top scorer hails from ' had it together," he said. "I hope to,
Forest, Canada, and aided the see a couple of new faces andsotne
Rivermen with eight goals and five legs that can skate cOme tryout [for;
assists. Rounding out the Top Five the team] next season."
is John Dubicki, a doman, who only
Wingers Charlie Farrell, Chad
netted three on his own, butruded Bartoskevitz, and d-man Ken
his teammates with ' 12 assists. Adams all need recogilitionfor their
Dubkki seems to remind,me of an- contributions. Next year, watch out
"Other unselfish S1. Louis hockey for Greg Castner and Mar
I player who was recentiy traded: Levengood, who were key rolepIayCraigJanney,nowaSanJoseShark. ' ers this season.
In the goalie department, we
Well, that about does it for the'
have two to choose from . In aisle A season summary. The hits, the
we have Chris Perk:ins~ wha:played checks, the sweet passes, the
in eight games and had a Goals ,.' slapshots, the red-lights, the victoAgainst Average of 4.5. This year's ties. But before you know it, they'll
alternativeinodel wasapopularone: ' be facing off again. And when !:hey
Jason Cutter. Cutter was just' over . do, you can ret yourex-girlfriend's
5.0 on the GAA scale.
college fund th-atThe Current 'Wil
It was a close call detennining , follow everypenaIty shotalongth
I who spent the most time in the pen- ' way.
alty box, but we've narrowed it
A'special muchas graci~ gge.$,
down. Greg Marcovitz came out out to head coach Wayne Ghou1$9R.:

I

The Best Way To Save Money
On Stuff (Other T han Borrowing
Your Roommate 's .) Roommates tend' to get a little
weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard® card. Then you could use It to
buy the things you really want. And with these
College MasterValues®'cou pons , you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as

MasterCard. It5 1no re tha n a credit card.

It IS.

money.
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SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLf,S'

Cho ose either the R ed album, with hits from 1962 to 1966
1
(26 hits inciuding: A Hard Day's Night, Ticket To Ride
1
and H elp) or the Blue album, 1967 to 1970 (28 hits including: I
Sgr. Peppers Lonely H earts Club Band, All You Need Is
Love, and Revolution). Buy one 2-CD se t for s25.98 (a $31.98 1
value) or get the pair of CD sets for 47.98. To order call
1
1-800-313-3323.
I

Run away with savings and our shorts, too. R eceive
a FREE pair of shores (a $23 value), when you purchase !65 or more on your next catalog order and
10
use your MasterCard card. Call 1-800-551 -5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Me ntion offer
#RRP-0720 .
(OlliGE
Offer valid 2/1 / 95 to 513 1195. Offer n lid only

1

1

, GREATEST HITS ON CD

FREE Pair of Shorts (A $23 Value)

1

1

.. co.. .

I

SPORTS

--I

1

Your co)lege ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $30 on 10K gold, $60
on 14K gold or $120 on 18K gold. Call 1-800952-7002 for more details.
Offer valid 2/1.'95

0•Ii)

Offer valid only on Pllrcru.= using
a MasterCard~ card. Coupon may uot be
b
C:
to 5/31195.

com ined with :my other coupon or discount.
Offer does not applv. to shipping:md handlil'o.
"b
Limit one
ly order per person. Some hmitdtions

nuyapp .

1
I

I

I
1
I
1

."

1
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1
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1

1

1

1

1
1

Join the club ... and save 40% offdle '5 25, three-year membership fee when you use your MasterCardll card. EnJOY
discounts of up to 50% on contact lenses, ghsses, designer
sunglasses and much more at "America's #1 Vision Care
Service". For more details, call 1-800-USA-LENS and
•
mention offer #101.

1

1
1

1

1

1

I

I

j

1
I

afTer and coopon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95

Offer valJd only on purchases usmg a
MasterC;]rd~ clrd Offer VOId where

1
~

!

0.0
(OUEGE
.

1

!
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MasterVa\ues"

prohlbned by law

fora change

Save $2 Off A CD Or Cassette

1

1

I
I
1

0.0

I

. . ..

MasterVa\11!5

any other dlscOUnt. Ll..I;mt one CD or cassette per
did I
h di
or er Ex( 1I es sa e mere an sc

0

•

. .
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0

afTer Not Vahd Without ThIS Coupon~A
.
rrJasterVa \
L¢

:
:

1

1

1
1

L

cOllEGE

~\UeS'

er nor va

Buyer.; . . Program,

on cenalfl pure

lases. 1

ay nor e com me
or

Policy, auction purchases,
.
N
J"d
h
f ·ti
..6
promotIOns. oc va I on pure ase 0 gt t cem Gites or on
previous purchases. The discO\mt is applicable to, and the
..
. onIy. an d
Illll1lmUm
pure hJse ba:se d on IIlerc han d'l'ie prices
excludes tax. shipping 2nd tax on shipping
Coupon Reqoiced. pas CODE, H
Price Matdung

Wit

:

·1

SAVE UP TO 25%

I

49% Off A Special
12-Week Subscription

I

1

1

I
.

1

1

I
I
I

Show the special .people in your life how much you care!
Save 20% on all floral arrangemen. ts an
. d Dift baskets 0028.45
o·
or more, and get 25% off a dozen roses .wh. en you use your
MasterCard® card. Call 1-800-THE-ROSE before Ipm and
have your special gift delivered the same day!

1

1

I

Offer v,lid 2/ 1/95 to 5/3 1/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a Ma;tetCard®
Applicable sales tax and ServIce charges are addiuonal
"'0
1 [J-rI Coupon
'-' 1LU..\JC
IS not valid with any otherspwal offer or
dISCOUnt Offer v;uld onJy on delivenes wHhin the
.'
•
COl1uncntaJ Uruted $t;]tcs Sunday dehvery
d
~A_'::
. .,.c'
not guarantee
"lQS[erVa\lI""
1 card Offer ,al,d on products pnced S28 45 or more

0.)

I
1

M.

1

Invest in your furure and stay on top of current devel. h 7'h TV II S
]
I F
li ' d
opments WIt 1, e ¥Va tree! Duma. or a mIte
.
nl
. $23 lor
c
12
k b . .
nme 0 y, pay Just
a -wee su scnpnon
to the nation's leading business publication. To take
advantage of this special offer, call 1-800-348-3555
.and please refer to source key 75NE.
.

Offe r valid2/ 1 /9~to513 1 /95.0ffervalid

onJy

I

on purch.ases using a MasterCard® ca rd.
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THE MOST POPULAR CRUISE LINE IN THE WOR1ll\.

I

1

1

requem

other discoums or
(OlLEGE
•
. . .' .

0

I

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,

50% Off Film Developing

Shopping is ea;y at America's premier specialty retailer of gift, fit- .
ness, recreational, travel, apparel and more. Use your MasterCard~
card and save 15% on a purchase 0[$75 or more when you shop
at anyone of our 70 store locations or by mail. order. Call 1-800344-4444, 24 hOll?:> a day, 7 days a week, to find the. store nearest
you or for a FREE catalog,
Offer V;tlid 2!lI95 to 5/31/95. Otter valid only on purcha.~es using a M:tSterCJrd'~
d Off;
lid
.
r
\1.
b
b· d . h F

. car.

I
1

0.,0

:

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MO'RE

1

other olTer or discount. Offer vilid for U.S. res:idems only.
Void where prohibited.
.

l-cSOO- THLRQ~~r~

THE SHARPER IMAIiE®

I

1

Offer valid 2/1195 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only'on purchases
using a MasterCard® cm:I. Offer may not be combined with any

I

~- - --- ---- _______ _ ________ _ __ ____ ____

1

Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality
videos at discount prices. All videos are priced at $9.95 or less
and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get one
video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCard®
card. Call 1-800-862-7100 for your FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLEGE MasterValues® offer.

1

1

COUPON #493
afTer and coupon valid 2/ 1/9 5 to 5/31/95 . Offer v,lid only on purchases osing a
MasterCard® card. Cash redemption value 1120. Offer void where prohibited, taxed
or testricted.. COllpon. m.'Y not be combined with
(OLLEGE

1

1

:
Here 's music to your ears ... save i2 on one CD or cassette
®
priced 58.99 or more w hen you use your MasterCard card.
One $2 discount per' coupon.

I

1
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1

1

1
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1 Offer Not Vahd Without This Coupon

1

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

1

purchJ.5c. Offer doeS noe apply to prior purchases and cannot be used to purchase Gift
Certificates. Coupon is not valid in combinatio n \...;tb
any other coupon m Jiscounc Coupon ~ valid at all
COUEGE

and partlClpanng franchise stom

I MEW A R N E R

V~6¥'~6~

I

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes. You could
use a go od deal. Pier 1 can supply both. We'll take 15% off
your total purchase of all reQU1ar price items, from colorful
pillows to fun framed art. All the 5llpplies school calls for, plus
15% off when you use your MasterCard® card at Pier 1.
Offer,and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/ 31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a
MasterCard!> card. Offer V;l.Ud on regular priced merchandise only, excludes dear.mce and
sale l[e1tl5, delivery and other service charges. Coupon must be redeemed at tbe rime of
PIer 1 company sto""
Coupon #446

,

1

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase

1

Save 40%

1
1

I

Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
MotoPhoto ... the best place for better pictures guaranteed!
1
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and printing when 1
you use your MasterCard® card. Call 1-800-733-6686 for the
I
location nearest YOll . Limit 1.
1
OIT~r

and c6upon valid 2:· 1/95 to 5/3 1/ 95 . Cash red~m ption value 1/20. OfTer vilid
!'mc has~ usinl~ a MasterCardiKl card. Limit one coupon per cusromer.
r
Q
Cannot be combined with any other otTers. Offer valid
only.

)

\. ,',..;.

C/sterVa Ll'"

1

prnce'"i. 3S mm film.' dud stdncLrd size prints
only. OtTer.v:ilid at p;;uti6paringstores only.
on C-41

1

1

I
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Offer Not Valid Without Tills Coupon'
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CRUISE AND SAVE, PLUS RECEIVE A
FREE FANNY PACK*

:

Cruise the "Fun Ships®"and save up to $400 per cabin on
3- or 4-day cruises when you use your MasterCard® card.
Cruise for as little as $299 per person. 3rd and 4th passengers
cruise FREE! Call 1-800-352-3454 for information and
bookin£s. West Coast callers dial: 1-800-633-0220.
Ask for C8LLEGE rvbsterVa1ues~ SaviJlgs~ Offer valid on selected sailings through 1995,
holiday blackouts apply. Must book by 5/31-/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a
MllSterCard.!l card. Rates are per person, double occup""cy, cruise-only with air add-ons
.. vailable:. Port charges/fees and ta."«es are addltion.a1.
COUEG
Offer subject to availabiliry and not combinable with
E
any other discount. Ship's Registry: liberi:l, Balumas.
*Doubl ... zipper nylon "parachute" pack with black
.,
'
adjustable waist strap.
A..... : ,-:.
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